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It’s the end of the summer holidays and it’s about to bucket down so – for any fungi 

lover – this means the start of the real fun! 

Sure enough, various subscribers have sent in pictures of their finds. Close to home, in 

the last week of August my brother Ed and reader Phillip were finding abundant parasols 

on Skomer and the cliffs above Cardigan Bay respectively.  

   
Skomer and Cardigan Bay parasols  

This is a cause of some frustration because my Pembrokeshire holiday let is taken until 

the end of October. That said, now might be the point to nudge readers to have a look 

at prices and availability over the winter months (www.glebeholidays.co.uk) – and you 

get unlimited free firewood for the woodburning stoves.  

More frustratingly – at least for me – another reader, Rob, has found plentiful hauls of 

horn of plenty in Surrey. He says this is at least a fortnight early. I have only ever found 

this delicious mushroom – also known as trompettes des morts – once. That was last 

year and in Hampshire with the help of a local expert.   

http://www.glebeholidays.co.uk/


    
Horn of plenty – or trompettes des morts – are extremely difficult to spot, but delicious 

What I have been finding in good quantities, however, are bay boletes. These usually 

start to emerge a fortnight or so before their close relatives, porcini. Sure enough, the 

latter are beginning to pop up. Obviously I would encourage any of you to come on my 

forays over the coming weekends (see www.fungiforays.co.uk for details), but 

meanwhile if any of you are interested in finding your own, my top tip would be to look 

for the far more visible fly agaric. The Americans have an expression ‘Where there’s a 

queen [fly agaric], look for the king [cep].’ This is actually surprisingly – if not invariably 

– true.   

 

http://www.fungiforays.co.uk/


 
Early porcini picked on 19 August – note the fly agaric . . . 

 

The recent rain and current long-range forecasts of a warm autumn are also good news 

for chanterelle hunters. These delicious summer and autumn fungi will carry on fruiting 

until the first hard frosts. They are surprisingly difficult to spot among leaf mould, but 

look in damp deciduous woods (the banks of ditches can be good). Identification can 

also be tricky for the beginner – the best tip here is to look at their gills which are more 

like crumped folds than sharply ridged.  

     



Chanterelles are well worth the trouble to seek out in damp woodland and along hedge bottoms 

I do hope to see some of you over the coming weeks, but even if you don’t manage to 

make it to a foray in Mid-Wales, get out into the woods! There’s going to be plenty going 

on – and I’m not talking about stuffed toy picnics.  

Daniel Butler 

www.fungiforays.co.uk  

01597 811168 / 0779 429 4221 

 

P.S. As always, let me know if you want to be removed from the list and I will do it 

forthwith.  

http://www.fungiforays.co.uk/

